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● Increase of wealth inequality
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● Reduction of income mobility

Source: Thomas Piketty and Emmanuel Saez, “Inequality 
in the long run”, Science, 2014

Katz, Lawrence F., and Alan B. Krueger. "Documenting 
decline in US economic mobility." Science, 2017

Global public debate
On the social costs and need for policy action

Inclusion, fairness, economic prosperity, etc
Piketty and Saez (2014), Piketty (2015), Autor (2014), Wilkinson and Pickett (2009), 

Haushofer and Fehr (2014), Ostry et al. (2014), Bell et al. (2018), Narayan et al. (2018)
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Miles Corak (2013), “Inequality from Generation to Generation:  The United States in Comparison,” in Robert 

Rycroft (editor), The Economics of Inequality, Poverty, and Discrimination in the 21st Century, ABC-CLIO

Inequality and mobility 
The Great Gatsby curve 

Corak (2013), Durlauf and Seshadri (2018)

● Correlation
● Inter-generation
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Inequality and mobility
Inter-generational
Large drivers of income mobility include 

- Parental income Mazumder (2005), Blanden et al. (2005), Chetty et al. (2014), Mitnik et al. (2015) 
- Parental health Aizer and Currie (2014) 
- Geographical location in childhood Chetty et al. (2014), Chetty et al. (2018)
- Access to and quality of education Chetty et al. (2011), Chetty et al. (2017)
- Wealth transfers Spilerman (2000), Boserup et al. (2014), Wolff (2015), Benton and Keister (2017), Boserup et al. 

(2018)

Intra-generational
Upward income mobility is usually promoted by

- Professional performances and career opportunities Burkhauser et al. (2009)
- Combinations of human capital, financial wealth, and learning capabilities Huggett et al. (2011)

- The contribution of each of these dimensions results from both innate abilities and 
socioeconomic variables (e.g., family, neighborhood, school, etc.) Heckman and Mosso(2014) 
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Inequality and mobility
In this talk

Focus on the short-run materialization of transmission 
between financial wealth and income 
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Inequality and mobility
In this talk

Focus on the short-run materialization of transmission 
between financial wealth and income 

Start of professional career

1) Financial supports ~ early career performances
↑ Positive       ↓ Negative       x Neutral

2) Relevant micro-mechanism at play
Direct      Indirect



Belgium 
Data from clients of a large European bank
(10 years)

Financial data
- All raw financial transactions across all accounts
- Wealth accounts: current, savings, term, securities, pension and insurances

Demographic data
- Age, gender, nationality, civil state, location (region, postal code, 

neighbourhood)
Career starters

Individuals exhibiting a transition to wage income between 2006 and 2016

Map annual progress of each career starter: 

1. Financial wealth exhibited until one year before start job
2. Income growth over 7 years after start job 7



Transition probabilities
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3 years transition matrix

Top wealth (Q5) 
vs 

Bottom wealth (Q1)



Transition probabilities
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2.33 more transition 
bottom to top income 
for top wealth individuals

3 years transition matrix

Top wealth (Q5) 
vs 

Bottom wealth (Q1)



Transmission channels
Candidates

Social capital 
demographic and geographic features

Innate ability
self-generated vs transferred wealth

Job search conditions
economic pressure to secure a job
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Methods
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Methods
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Social capital
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Innate abilities
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Innate abilities
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Hypothesis

Access to financial wealth mitigates budget constraints
↧ 

1. less economic pressure during job search*

(*In Belgium, no employment benefits during 1st year)

2. More likely to match human capital

3. Increased productivity and income performance (Becker, 1994)

If true, saving mechanism should compensate for lack of wealth

Job search conditions
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Job search conditions



The wealth origins of  income mobility
1. Financial wealth promotes income growth as early as 3 years 

into a career
2. Social capital and innate abilities contribute partially

Traditional factors

3. Economic pressure during search for first job 
plays an important role

Less treatment

Policy implications
- Social capital and innate abilities are hard to address
- Market conditions for first jobs is a more attainable fix to 

● limit the perpetuation of inequality 
● promote income mobility

↳Unemployment benefit, adverse selection in early contracting, etc.
19



- 11 million inhabitants 
- Top-tier country 

- Economic equality
- Income mobility

- Low cost of education 
- No student debt

Belgium and the world 
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→ results provide a lower bound for the effects of wealth transfers 
on income mobility and early career income performances.



Thank you!

tarik.roukny@kuleuven.be
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